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SUMMARY

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration has been conducting extensive research on
the crash dynamics of aircr,fft for more than fifteen years. A large number of full-scale tests of
nea,ly-complete general aviation aircraft, helicopters, and one unique air-to-ground controlled-
impact of a transport aircraft have been performed. Additionally, research has also been
conducted on seat dynamic performance, load-lirniting seats, restraint systems, load-limiting
subfloor designs, and emergency-locator-transmitters (ELTs). Computer programs have been
developed to provide designers with methods for predicting accelerations, velocities, and
displacements of collapsing structure - airframe or seat - and for estimating the human response
to crash loads. The results of full-scale aircraft and component tests have been used to verify and
guide the development of analytical simulation tools and to demonstrate impact load attenuating
concepts. Several simplified empirical-analytical techniques have been developed by NASA and
others to approximate the crash dynamics of aircraft.

In recent years the trcnd of NASA's research in aircraft crash dynamics has been from metal
aircraft structures to composites. It is well recognized that composites will continue to find more
extensive applications in futurc structures. Research on aspects of composites has been on-going
l\w several years, but only recently has attention been given to the crash-dynamic response and
characteristics of composite struclures. Research has been conducted by NASA and the U. S.
Army into the abrasion behavior of composite aircraft skins, the impact response of composite
fuselage framcs, and scaling of impact-loaded carbon fiber composites. Techniques have been
dcvclopcd Rw analyzing cyli,_drical composite panels with internal pressure loading and for
prod icl ing thc perilwIll:lllCe of" composite subfloors.

This paper will addres.,; analylic:tl simulation of rectal and composite aircraft crash dynamics.
Finite clement models are examinc,l to determine their degree of corroboration by experimental
dala :lnd to reveal deficiencies reqt, iring further development. This status report will indicate
areas for fultlre research in aircraft crash dynamics.



INTRODUCTION

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration has be.en conducting extensive research on
the crash dynamics of aircraft for more than fifteen years (Rcf. 1). A large number of full-scale
tests of nearly-complete gencraI aviation aircraft, helicopters, and one unique air-to-ground
controlled-impact of a transport aircraft have been performed. Additionally, rese:u'ch has also
been condt|ctcd on seat dynamic performance, load-limiting seats, restraint systems, load-
limiting subfloor designs, and emergency-locator-transmitters (ELTs). Computer programs have
been developed to provide designers with methods for predicting accelerations, velocities, and

displacements of collapsing structure - airframe or seat - and for estimating the human response
to crash loads. The results of fi, ll-scale aircraft and component tests have been used to verify and
guide the development of analytical simulation tools and to demonstrate load attenuating concepts
(Ref. 2). Several simplified empirical-analytical techniques have been developed by NASA and
others to approximate the crash dynamics of aircraft (Ref. 3).

In recent years the trend of NASA's research in aircraft crash dynamics has been from metal
aircraft structures to composites (Ref. 4). It is recognized that composites will continue to find
more extensive applications in structures of the future. Research on composites has been on-

going for several years, but only recently has attention been given to the crash-dynamic response
and characteristics of composite structures. Research has been conducted by NASA and the
Anny into the abrasion behavior of composite aircraft skins (Ref. 5), the impact response of
cornposite fuselage frames (Ref. 6), and scaling of impact-loaded carbon fiber composites (Ref.
7). 'l'echniques have been developed for analyzing cylindrical composite panels with internal
pressure loading (Ref. 8) and for predicting the performance of composite subfloors components
(Ref. 9).

Tliis paper will review ihe Slalus of analytical simulation of metal and composite aircraft crash
dynamics at the NASA Langley Research Center. This statu.,; report will indicate areas for future
research in aircraft crash dynamics. : :::

DYCAST

DYCAST (DYnamic Crash Analysis of STructures) is a nonlinear structural dynamic finite
element computer code developed by Grumman with principal support from NASA and FAA
(Rcf. I0 ). The basic element library consists of the following elements: (1) stringers or rod
elements with axial stiffness only; (2) three-dimensional beam elements with 12 fixed cross-

sectional shapes typical of aircraft structures with axial, torsional, two shear, and two bending
stiffilesses; (3) isotropic and orthotropic membrane skin triangles with in-plane normal and shear
stiffnesses; (4) isotropic plate bending triangles with membrane and out-of-plane bending
stiffnesses; and, (5) nonlinear translational or rotational spring elements that provide stiffness
with user-specified force-displacement or moment-rotation tables (piecewise linear). The spring
element can be either elastic or dissipative and is useful to model the crush behavior of

components for which data are available and whose behavior may be too complex (or too time
consuming) to model otherwise. It may be t,scd to model energy absorbing devices, gap
elements with variable contact and rebound characteristics, and contact elements with friction that

dcscri/x_ contact/rebound between structure and a arbitrary plane (with or without friction).

Changing stiffnesses in the slructtJrc are accounted for by plasticity (material nonlinearity) and
very large deflections (geometric ncmlinearities). Material nonlinearities are accommodated by
one of three options: (I) elastic-perfectly plastic, (2) elastic-linear hardening plastic, or (3)
elastic-nonlinear hardening plastic of the Ramberg-Osgood type. The second option has been

used exch, sively for this modeling effort. Geometric nonlinearities are handled in an updated
Lagrangian formulation be reforming the structure into its deformed shape after small time
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increments while accumulating deformation, strains, and forces. The nonlinearities due to
combined loadings (such as beam-column effects) are maintained, and stiffness variation due to

stn,ctural failures are computed. The failure option is imposed automatically whenever a material
failure strain criterion is met, or manually by the user at a restart.

Other I'camrcs include: muhiple thnc-load history lables to subject the structure to time dcpcnden!
loading; gravity loading; initial pitch, roll, yaw, and translation of the structural model with

respect to the global system, a bandwidth optimizer as a pre-processor; and deformed plots and
graphics as post-processors.

Numerical time integrators available are fixed-step central difference, modified Adams,
Newmark-beta, and Wilson-theta. The last three have a variable time step capability, which is
controlled internally be a solution convergence error measure. Thus, the size of the time step is
increased and decreased as required during the simulation. The Newmark-beta time integrator
was used exclusively for the models presented in this paper.

APPLICATIONS OF DYCAST

The DYCAST nonlinear finite clement computer code has been used in a series of progressivcly
more diffict, h modeling tasks with the goal of accurately modeling complete transport aircraft
crashes such as the Controlled hnpact Demonstration (CID). Single aircraft frames and fuselage
seclion vertical drop tests were modeled and analyzed to obtain comparisons with experimental
data and to develop hybrid element crush spri,lgs for use in the large CID model. Modifications

to I)YCAST as the research progressed (including .'! progressive failure criteria) were made
during Ihe study.

Conlrolled Impact Demonsiration

The aircraft used in the CID was a Boeing 720, four-engine, intermediate range, jet transport (see
Fig. I) that had entered FAA service in the mid-1960's and was ready for retirement. Even
though the Boeing 720 is now considered obsolete, its structural design and construction are still
representative of narrow-body transport aircraft currently in use. In preparation for the CID test,
several ft, selage sections were drop tested. Because of the difficulty in locating a Boeing 720,
nearly identical (structurally) 707 fuselage sections were used for test specimens.

As previously mentioned, the aircraft used in the CID was a Boeing 720 jet transport that was
retired from FAA service. A plan view of the C1D is shown in figure 2 with longitudinal Body
Statism (BS) locations labeled and compared Io the distance (in inches) from the nose of the

ailvrafl (x- coordinate). A stt,dy by NASA, the FAA, and three major U. S. airframe
mantnfacturers wlts conducted to determine a typical "impact survivable" accident. In addition,
the FAA required fuel spillage and ignition sources to test the antimisting kerosene fuel (AMK).

The planned CII) scenario resuhing from these studies is illustrated in figure 3. The Boeing 720
was to follow a 3.3 to 4.0 degree glide slope in a 1 degree nose-up attitude. The aircraft was to
have a 17 fl/s sink rate and a longitudinal velocity of approximately 150 knots. After the primary
impact, the airplane fuselage was to slide between a corridor of wing openers to cut the wing
tanks and inst, re spillage of 20 to 100 gallons of AMK per second. The structural crashworthy
experiment would be completed before the airplane contacted the wing openers.

Alfl_ough a symmetric impact was planned, in the actual impact the outboard number 1 engine on
the left wing contacted the ground first as a result of a 13 degree roll and yaw, and zero degree
pitch conditions for the airplane (see Fig. 4). Gross weight of the airplane at impact was
estimated to be 192,000 potmds. At the time of wing contact, the airplane CG sink rate was

approximately 17 ft/s and the horizontal velocity was 151.5 knots. The impact and drag force



on the wing caused the airplane to develop an angular velocity about the pitch axis.
Approximatcly 0.5 second after the left wing impacted the ground, the forward fuselage (nose)
impacted tile ground behind the nose gear wheel well. The pitch attitude of the airplane at nose
imp:let was about -2.5 degrees (nose down).

The left wing impact and wing crush significantly influenced the crash dynamics of CID and
subsequent fire damage obliterated the crush at the rear of the airplane. From an analysis of
integrated vertical acceleration traces, it is estimated that the CG velocity was reduced from 17
ft/s at left wing contact to about 12 ft/s at nose impact. The angular pitch rate at nose impact
measured about the CG was about -6 degrees per second (-0.1 rad/s). Highest vertical velocities
were forward of the CG (18 ft/s near the nose gear contact point) and the lowest were located
behind the CG.

Modeling Considerations

Various structural fifilure mechanisms must be accommodated analytically for accurate modeling
of the structural behavior. For example, the lower lobe of the fuselage section resists vertical
loading through deformation of the frames, whereas the longitudinal stringers and skin offer little
resistance to cn_sh. The lower frames could be expected to fail in bending and/or in shear and to
potentially develop points of inflection and "snap through" due to the ground reaction forces.
The ground reaction might also impose high transverse shear loads on the frame cross sections.
In addition, plastic hinges might develop in the frames between the floor level and the fuselage
bottom. If the frames do not rupture while undergoing these types of deformations, large
impulsive moments would be applied to the floor and the upper frame. Thus the analytical
forrnulation needs to providc for many basic failure mechanisms.

For the current level of crash analysis development and computer resources, it is necessary to
judiciously limit the number of degrees of freedom (nodes) and the number of structural elements
in tile crash model. As the degrees of freedom increase, model debugging, verification of the

dynamic behavior, and intcrprctation of the results become increasingly difficult. Consequently,
it is desirable to understand tile behavior of less complicated components prior to formulation of
tile complete structural model.

Transpor! Fuselage Seciions

A two-frame model with sufficient detail to model the floor, two seats with lumped mass
occupanls, and the fuselage structure without using nonlinear springs (except for the seat and
ground properties) was formuh_tcd at the Langley Research Center for research purposes.
Although symmetry was lacking for the full section, the two forward frames and seats did exhibit
a vertical phme of symmetry, Thus a symmetric, two-frame, half model was used for
computations on the section.

The finite element two-frame model is shown schematically in figure 5. Stiff ground springs
simulated the concrete pad impact surface. Each frame of the lower fuselage below the floor was
modeled using eight beam elements. Floor and seat rails were modeled using appropriate beam
elements. Fuselage structure above the floor (not expected to deform plastically) was modeled in
less detail to keep the model as small as possible. The triple seat/occupant model consisted of 4
lumped masses connected by horizontal stringer elements supported by 4 nonlinear springs
representing the vertical legs. Mass of the three occupants was distributed using a 2 to I ratio

with inboard seat legs supporting Iwo t_:cttpanls ,Ind otllboard legs supl_rting only one occu['_anl
due t¢_asyn3mclry of the seat pan with respect to the legs.

To simula!c end constraints and strengthen the section, motion was not allowed in the fore-and-
aft (x-axis) direction. Initially, tile time step was allowed to vary, but was later held constant to



250 microsecondsto correspond to Ihe sample rate (4000 per second) used to digitize the

experimental accelerations. Consequently, the same digital low pass filter used to filter the
exl_erimenlal dala could be used to filter tile DYCAST calculated accelerations without requiring
_m interpolation algorithm b,cfoJv filtering. The 250 microsecond time step was conservative for
this problem compared to a minimum time step of 500 microseconds when a variable time step
was allowed in an earlicr run. To run 901 constant time increments (.225 sec total) required
1620 CPU seconds on a CDC Cyber 175 with a maximum field length of 303K.

Figure 6 illustrates the structural behavior/damage experienced by the fuselage section during the
vertical impact test at 20 ft/s. The gross structured damage to the fuselage was primarily confined
to the lower fuselage below the floor level. All seven frames ruptured near the bottom contact
point. Plastic hinges formed in each frame along both sides of the fuselage. Crushing measured
from floor level varied from 22-23 inches for the forward end to 18-19 inches for the rear.

Nonlinear material properties used for the critical subfloor aluminum frame beam elements were
elastic-plastic with a small amount of linear strain hardening. The yield stress initially chosen
was 83,000 psi with a failure strain of I1 percent. However, the DYCAST model was too
strong using this yield stress and failure strain and did not predict sufficient crush. When using
elements to represent macro-sections of structure, the elongation to failure is difficult to
determine due to stress risers, section changes, etc. Although material coupon tests may show
11 - !3 percent elongation, tailurc generally occurs much earlier when material is fabricated into
large structure. In addition, dat_ from tests of large panels of aircraft structure indicate that yield
is typically in the 4(1-50,000 psi range.

As a consequence, the aluminum beam yield stress in the DYCAST model was reduced to
50,000 psi and failure strain was set to 5 percent. Effects of the beam failure strain criteria in
IIYCAST on the two-frame model are shown in figure 7 for 0.23 seconds after impact. The
beam failure criteria for the two-frame model was conservative since the entire beam failed when

one Gaussian integration point reached the specified maximum normal strain. With a failure
strain of 5 percent, beams at the bottom of the fuselage failed too soon and excessive deformation
of the structure was predicted. To overcome the early failure, the maximum strain was increased
to 8 per cent for better simulation. As a result of this problem, DYCAST was later modified to
include a partial beam failure criteria. Partial element failure is obtained when the specified
failure strain is reached locally. The material stiffness corresponding to that integration point is
set equal to zero. An element is deleted only when all integration points reach the specified
failure strain.

For a yield stress of 50,000 psi and failure strain of 8 percent, got_t correlation with experiment
was achieved; thus these values were used in the two-frame model for all comparisons with
experimental data. Figure 8 presents a comparison of vertical experimental and analytical floor
accelerations at the wall-fltxw intersection.

Although a full section model using only finite-elements for the subfloor was desirable,
constraints of time and computer resources limited the finite element subfloor model of the
forward section to a two-frame model. Comparisons of experimental data with results from the
two-fiarne model indicate that DYCAST can provide excellent correlation with impact behavior of
fuselage structure with a mi_'_imum of empirical force-deflection data representing structure in the
analytical model.

Modeling the CID

Since the CID impact was planned to be symmetric, a half-model of the Boeing 720 was
developed. In addition, the wing and the forward cabin models were not as well defined as the



rear of thc fuselage where initial impact was expected. After the CID test, the model was
modified and additional crush springs were added in the forward cabin.

Fuselage co,atact occurred 0.46 seconds after lcft wing (engine no. 1) contact. Model predictions
begin Ell fuselage contact with the ground :rod continue for 0.15 seconds. Initial conditions used
i,1 the DYCAST analysis wcrc 12 ft/s vertical velocity at thc CG, -0.1 rad/s pitch rate, and an
initial pitch of -2.5 dcgrecs at the time of fuselage impact. Yaw and roll conditions were
ignored for this analysis. To introduce the pitch rate into DYCAST, the initial velocity of each

node was computed t,sing v = Vcg + (w x R) where w is the pitch rate in radians per second,

Vcg is the velocity vector of the center of gravity, and R is the vector from the CG to the node.

The CID DYCAST model at time zero (initial fuselage contact) is shown in figure 9. The
ft, selage bottom initial ground contact point at BS 488, behind the rear nose gear bulkhead, was
positioned just above the ground. The model consists of 126 beams, 73 structural crush springs,
15 ground springs, 113 concentrated masses, 196 independent degrees of freedom and 68
dependent degrees of freedom (see Fig. 10). External forces acting on the model are gravity,
friction (coefficient of 0.4 was used), and time dependent lift and wing crush forces. A vertical
wing crush force was needed dt,c to the inadeqt, acy of the simple wing model to predict
progressive rupture of the wing structure. The wing was modeled using eight tapered offset
bcams as shown in figure 10. A typical fuselage cross section is also shown in figure 10. Six
offset beam elements constrained to the motion of a reference element on the plane of symmetry

at floor level represent the fuselage bending properties. The keel is represented by a beam in the
center scction and as springs in the remainder of the aircraft. The 24 diagonal springs represent
thc shcar rcsistance of the fuselage skin. Vertical springs wcre used to model the lower fuselage

crush properties developed from analysis of single frames and section tests.

For the model to rt, n 0.15 seconds in rcal time required 1641 seconds on a CYBER 175. (A

constant time step of 0.(X)05 seconds was usedl) With the airplane pitched as shown, BS 960 at
the rear rnain landing gear bulkhead is about 27 inches off the ground. The time sequence of

ground contact was: BS 488 at time zero; BS 388 at 001 seconds; BS 302 and BS 568 at 0.035
seconds; BS 600J at 0.075 seconds; and BS 620 at 0.100 seconds. By 0.15 seconds, most of

the aircraft vertical energy was absorbed. In the experimental data, BS 960 makes ground
contact about 0.4 seconds after the initial ground contact. However, the vertical acceleration at

the floor level was only 2 or 3 G's.

Figt, re I 1 shows analytical DYCAST and experinaental CID vertical floor peak accelerations as
a fimction of the fuselage x-coordinates. The x-axis origin was located at the aircraft nose (see

Fig. 2 for the relation of the x-coordinates to the Body Stations). Both experimental
accelerations and DYCAST predictions have been filtered with a 100 Hz digital filter. The

comparisons are considered good for the symmetric modcl used with roll and yaw neglected.
Figures 12 compares CID experimental and DYCAST acceleration time histories for the floor
location at BS 207 (near the pilot). DYCAST overpredicts the peak accelerations, but the basic
wavefom_ of the acceleration matches the experimental acceleration pattern well.

Figu,c !3 shows a cornparison of measured fuselage crt, sh (post test) versus DYCAST predicted
crtIsh for forward fiJsclage locations. The wing cutters ripped out the center section keel beam
and post crash fiI'c destroyed the aft end of the aircraft; thus measurements past the center of the
aircraft cam not bc asscssed for initial impact. Predictions of cnlsh and acceicration levels from a
symmetric CID model agreed well with data from the CID experiment. The building-block
analysis approach of using results from detailed models of substructure to form hybrid elements
for input to more complex structures (i.e., full airplane models) was successfully used to limit
the sizc of the model. The good comparisons achieved with the DYCAST model of the CID and
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experimental data indicate the validity of this approach as a useful method for assessing crash
dynamics of large transport aircraft.

COMPOSITE FUSELAGE FRAMES

As mentioned earlier, a transition to research on composite structures has been made. As part
of the research efforts to generate a data base and achieve an understanding of the response and
failure processes in composite structures under impact loads, generic composite structures are
beiqg tested. Basic composite structural elements (ie. beams, typical aircraft fuselage frames,
and substructures) are being studied both experimentally and analytically to help achieve the

desired goals. Composite fuselage frames, as shown in figure 14, have been tested as part of
tile database and analyzed with DYCAST to assess the capability and deficiency of the current
code.

EXPERIMENTS

Tes! Specimens

Figure 14 shows a photograph of an entire six-foot diameter circular frame. A close-up view of
the Z-shaped frame is shown in Figure 15. Dimensions of the frame's cross section are also

shown in figure 15 as well as a photograph of the splice plates used to join four 90 degree
segments into a complete circular frame. These frames were fabricated from a prepreg of five
harness satin weave graphite fabric in a Hercules epoxy matrix designated as 280-5H/3502. The
prepregs were draped over a layup tool into a quasi-isotropic layup.

Cross sectional dimensions of the frames are typical of designs often proposed for composite
fuselage frames. Tile six-foot inside diameter of the frames was chosen to reduce test specimen
costs and to facilitate testing. A complete graphite-epoxy frame weighed approximately 7.2
pounds without added instrumentation. Addition of str_fin gages, instrumentation leads, and
metallic tape to secure the strain gage leads increased specimen mass to approximately 8.0
pounds. On the first graphite-epoxy frame test a 3/16 inch steel cable was attached across the

horizontal diameter of the frame to represent the constraint of a floor on the lateral expansion of
an impacting frame. In the second and third composite frame tests a 1-inch diameter by 0.058-
inch wall-thickness aluminum tube was used to represent this constraint more accurately. The
mass on the specimen was increased in tests 4 and 5 by using a steel bar (3/4" X 6") to represent
the floor.

The test conditions for each of the six frame tests are given in figure 16. Frames 1 and 2 were
oriented so impact occurred at a splice plate and frames 3, 4, and 5 were rotated 45 degrees so
irnpact occurred between splice plates. A static test was performed on frame 6.

In the first three composite frame tests ten pound masses were attached to the left and right sides
of the frame at the frame-floor intersection to represent structural and/or seat/occupant loads on
the frame. Two 5 lb masses, on opposite sides of the web were connected to the frame to place
the center of gravity in the plane of the frame web.

In the fourth composite frame drop test the applied mass was increased to 100.1bs by replacing
tile lightweight aluminum bar with [in 80 lb rectangular slccl bar. This bar measuring 0.75 inch
wide by 6 inch dccp and slightly less than 72 inches long was rigidly attached to the tube
atlachment plate to prevent rotation. In the fiflh composite frame test, occupant mass was
simulatcd with a 6 inch by 0.75 inch bar approximately 79 inches long attached directly to the
fnm_e. In the fourth and fiftl! frame tests the mass was attached to tile frame such that the

cenlroids of the mass and frame were in approximately the same plane.
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l) rop Tower

The drop tower used for the frame tests is shown in figure 17. Four 18-foot long angle sections
make up the main structure of the drop tower which guide the frame during its free fall. The
drop tower has two 6-foot by 7-foot fences to provide lateral support to the frame during impact
and to constrain deformations to the plane of the frame. The fences simulate the constraint of
stringers and skin as connected to a frame in an actual fuselage which reduce twisting and out-of-
plane bending. The front fence is transparent plexiglas and the rear fence is metal. The
transparent fence allows photographic coverage of the frame against a grid of lines on the rear
fence. Grid line spacing is three inches. Front and rear fence separation is 2.50 inches which
allowed sufficient clearance for the 2.25-inch wide frame to fall unobstructed. Heavy angle
beams stiffen and stabilize the front and rear fences.

TEST RESIJI,TS

The first frame with a steel cable representing the floor failed about 15 degrees from the
impact point and the separated ends of the frame slid relative to each other and overlapped
about 18 inches. In the next two composite frame tests one-inch diameter aluminum tube

replaced the steel cable representing the floor. The tube prevented the two ends of the failed
frame from overlapping after failure. The second graphite-epoxy frame impacted at 27.5 fps.
This franle suffcredacomplcte cross sectional failure similar to the first frame at the same

location_ The repeatability of the failures of the two frames is illustrated in figure 18. A two
inches long tear of the inside flange of the second frame was probably caused by the two

fractured ends being forced together. This tearing was not observed in the first drop test. This
second frame showcd no evidence of additional partial failure as was observed in the first test.

Since the upper halves Of the first three specimens did not have any visual damage and the strains
mcasured in the upper halves of the frames were very low, generally below 0.002; the fourth
specimen was constructed from two upper halves from the previously tested specimens. A fifth
specimen was obtained from the upper half of specimen 4 since the upper halves appeared to
have little influence on the frame response. The attached mass in test 5 was 93 pounds. Figure
19 shows the fifth specimen after impacting the concrete floor with a 20 fps velocity. This

specimen had three kx:alized major fractures. Ahhough the initial failure was slightly off center,
subsequent failures to the left and right sides of the frame were symmetric. The individual
fractures in frame 5 were similar to the fractures of frame 4.

Analysis

I)Y(_'AST Model

The nonlinear finite element structural analysis computer program DYCAST was used to model
the composite frame. DYCAST models were constructed for both static and dynamic analysis.
The DYCAST models used straight Z cross-section beam elements to model the circular frame.

Each element tor the static model represented approximately a 2.5 degree segment of the circular
flame. Only half of the frame was modeled to take advantage of symmetry. The half frame
mcxtcl had 34 beam finite elements. To conserve computer resources and improve turn-around, a
less refined model was developed for dynamic analysis with only 18 elements to represent the
frame below the loading bar representing the floor. Static analyses showed that the less refined
model predictions compared closely with the DYCAST model with elements every 2.5 degrees.
Constraints were applied to irnposc planar vertical motion without twisting of the beam elements.
Isoiropic properties were used in the beam mcxlel of the frame. A naaximum strain partial failure
criteria, recently made avai!._blc i_ the program, was used to specify when failure occurred.
I)YCAS'F accounts for partial failure of elements by monitoring the tensile and compressive
strain magnitude at Gaussian integration points in the beam cross section. When the strain at an
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integrationpoint exceedsthefailurestrain,thematerialproperties(Young'smodulusandshear
modulus)at thatintegrationpointaresetto zero.Theelementcanthuscarrypartialloaduntil the
strainat all integration points exceed the failure strain.

RESUI,TS

Analysis and Experimenlal Correlalion

DYCAST modeling was primarily performed for cornposite frame tests four and five which had
loadings of 100 and 93 pounds, respectively, and impact velocity of 20 fps. The Newmark-beta
time integrator was used in DYCAST with an initial time step of .00005 seconds. For dynamic
analysis, the failure strain was found to be quite critical in the modeling effort. Figure 20 shows
the circular frame experimental velocity measured on the horizontal bar that represents floor level.
Although accelerations were the primary measurements used for comparisons of dynamic
analysis with experiment, velocity was also used since velocity requires no elaborate filtering.

Experimentally, velocity was obtained from the integration of the accelerometer traces and also
from high speed motion picture analysis as a check. DYCAST model predicted velocities are
shown (fig. 20) for failure strains of 4000, 5500, and 8000 microinches. As can be seen, failure
strain has a significant infhicncc ilk the mcxtcl predictions. The vahie of 55(X) microinches failure

strain was chosen for the final I)YCAST modcl since it predicted velocity change for the first 25
mscc which best matched the experimental velocity. In addition this value was close to the

experimentally measured peak strains in the vicinity of faihires. Figure 21 shows a comparison
of the experimental floor level acceleration with two DYCAST predictions using a failure strain
of 5500 ,uicroinches. All three traces were digitally filtered with the same 60 Hz low pass filter.
Bending out of thc frame's centroid plane and twisting were constrained in one DYCAST
approximation (In-Plane). In the other DYCAST model (Free) these deformations were not

constrained. The "Free" DYCAST analysis agreed best with the experimental values. The
I)YCAST analysis with deformations prescribed in-plane is much too stiff and over predicts the
response. Although the experinaent was designed to keep deformations in-plane, a 1/4"
clearance gap between the specimen and the plexiglas wail allowed the frame to initially twist
and bend out of plane. Once the frame was resting against the wall the twisting and out-of-plane
deformations were prevented.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

New DYCAST Capabilities

In previous sections of the leaper applicaliOllS of I)YCAST have bccn primarily to metallic
structures Ibr which the program wits initially developed. The modelling effort with the six-foot
diameter graphite-epoxy circular frame wits aimed at an initial evaluation of the program's
capability to handle composite structures. Ahhough some encouraging success has been

indicated for the composite applications, it is clear that a need exists for efficient, new analysis
capabilities for crash loading conditions on composite structures. Two initiatives, a grant to
George Washington University (GWU), and a task assignment contract are discussed below for
developing improved computational capabilities for analysis of dynamic responses of composite
slructures.

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES ANALYSIS DEVELOPMENT

A task assignment contract through the NASA Computational Structural Mechanics (CSM)

program is underway to add a composite plate element and a curved composite beam element to
the DYCAST library. The composite curved beana element is to be developed and implemented
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into DYCAST throughclosecooperationbetweenGWU granteesandthecontractorunderthe
taskassigmnentcontract.

A composite plate element is to be implemented in DYCAST specifically for composite structures
analysis. During the course of the initial development of DYCAST, two plate elements were
included for elasto-plastic analysis: a very accurate but computationally intense triangular element
(TRIP) based on a quintic polynomial shape function, and a simpler Discrete Kirchhoff Theory
(DKT) triangular element (TRP2) that is currently in all versions of DYCAST. These element.,;
are being expanded to include the capability to treat composite material behavior as a first step in
developing capability for nonlinear analysis of composite structures. To achieve this goal
additions to DYCAST will include:

o Int_ut of composite material properties either as integrated material
prol_crty matrices or by a layer by layer input of material properties and ply angles

o Additional integration points through the plate thickness (up to 100) to adequately describe
composite layers and material behavior

:_. z

o Trcatment of nonlinear composite material behavior

o Treatment of material failure through the implementation of failure criteria

General steps of the development and/or expansion of these capabilities and their inclusion into
DYCAST are discussed below, t lowever, more detailed derivations and developments are no[
included since such is beyond the scope and intent of this paper.

Element Constilulive Rclalions-l,inear Case

hi the dcriwltion of the original TRI'2 clcmcnj, the three inlcgratcd material m,'ltrices IAI, IB 1,
:rod II)1 relate Ihc stress and mOmClll resultants to Ihe middle surface strains and curvatures, lzor

a homogeneous material, the IA 1, [B 1, :had IDI matrices are:

IBI = IQI dz

[D|= [- ziQIdz

The [Q] matrix is tile 3 by 3 matrix of material properties that characterize the material at a point,

z is the ct_rdinate normal to the plate mid-surface with its origin on the mid-surface, and h is the
plait Ihickness.

For a laminated composite plale where the material properties in each lamina can be considered
unifom_ in the transverse direction, the matrices become:

i:
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I1

IAI ___ IQ k= ](hk-hk I)

k I

n k } 2
IBI = I/2 _IQ I(h_-h k. i)

k=l

n k 3 3
[D] = I/3 ,_,1{) l (hk- hk-1)

k=l

where hk is the distance to the bottom of the kth ply from the mid-surface of the laminate, and

IQI k is the kth ply material property matrix transformed into the laminate reference material

coordinate system which involves the material principal axes and ply orientation angle of
individual layer k. The stiffness matrix involves, then, the Young's modulii of the layers in the
two principal directions, the shear modulus, and the major Poisson's ratio. The mass matrix is
similarly expanded to include the individual mass densities of the layers of the composite
material.

Nonlinear Malerial Cai}al}ilily

Nonlinear material behavior in DYCAST presently is accounted for at every Gauss integration
point through the material thickness. Accordingly, the matrix of stiffness coefficients must be
recalculated at every Gauss point at every step of the required incremental analysis. Because in
practice a composite laminate is likely to be composed of a large number of plies, as a first step in
the development, the number of Gauss integration points allowed through the thickness of plates
will be increased to 100 (from the current 9). Additionally, these points through the thickness of
the plate will now be identified with actual plies or "layers" of the composite material rather than
idcntificd with the arbitrarily selected Gauss integration point of the original formulation.

Individual ply nonlinear material properties will be represented by a set of piecewise-linear multi-
segment stress-strain curves derived from uniaxial and shear tests. Curves for compression need
not be the same as the tension properties.

Failure Criteria

As a first treatment, a failure criteria that will be operationally simple to use, will require limited
data, and can be used to predict actual modes of failure will be incorporated into the code. The
maxin'rtml strain criteria chosen for these atx}ve rcasons should perform well for laminated

composites in which both the fiber and matrix are relatively brittle. It should be especially
accurate where nonlinear shear strain components are small and do not interact with the direct

strains. Under increased interactions, tensorial failure theories based on strength (Tsai-Wu) may
prove to be more accurate.

The layer-by-layer fifilure algorithm added to DYCAST accounts for fitilure of conlinuous

filament type reinforced laminates. The maximum strain criterion is implemented within each
layer, with different v,'dues for the fiber direction, the transverse direction, and the in-plane
shear. When a failure strain is reached at one of the strain recovery points in a layer, stiffnesses
and stresses assigned to the point are deleted for all succeeding time or load steps. In this way
the laminate's total stiffness and stress resultants degrade naturally and progressively as the
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individual layers fail. The analyst has the option to allow failure in one direction to cause failures
in other directions or to keep the failures independent of each other. Further development of
practical Iililure or damage criteria will be continuing.

I,:valuation and/or verification of tile new elements' capabilities will be coordinated with

I_cnchmark test cases ,'lnd experimental data being developed concurrently through generic
composite structures research.

Adaplalion lo Supercompt;lers

l.Jndcr tile grant with GWU, tile objective of the research is to develop an effective computational
strategy fi_r predicting the dynamic response of composite structures during impact. The strategy
is based on generating the dynamic response of a complex structure using large perturbations
from a model associated with a simpler stn,cture or a simpler mathematical/discrete model of the
original structure. The response of the simpler model is used as a predictor and an iterative
process (e.g. based on the prcconditioned conjugate gradient or the multigrid method) is used tO
generate the response of the original model. Two general approaches are used for selecting the

simpler model and establishing the relations between the original and simpler models, namely,
hierarchal modeling; and decomposition or partitioning strategy (see Ref. 11.).

In the hierarchical modeling the s[mpler m0c_eIis_seqected _ be a_m_hematidal model of t_e

lower-dimensionality. For example, if the original model is associated with a two-dimensional
plate or shell structure, the simpler model is selected to be a thin-wailed beam. This is the
approach currently being used to numerically simulate the impact i'esponse of c0Nposite fuse-iage

frames. A curved beam finite element is being developed based on Vlasov's type thin-walled
beam theory. The beam element, in addition to the 6-degrties of freedom inw_Iving

dist_lacements and rotations, accollnls for the warping of tile cross-section, tile transverse shear
dcl'ortnation, and the anisotropic material rc_ - _

In the partitioning st-rategy tile unsymmetriC ffyna_n_-e_s;e of the sti-uci+ure_s approximated

by a linear combination of syrnmetric and anti-symmetric modes. Each of the modes is generated
by using only a portion of the structure, with a fraction of the degrees of freedom of the original
model. The sirnpler model corresponds to a symmetrized structure (see Ref. 12). Initial
experience with this approach has demonstrated the effectiveness, particularly when implemented
on the new rnultiprocessor computers (such as CRAY-2, CRAY X-MP and ETA-10, see Ref.
!3). The equations of the simpler model, associated with the different symmetric/antisymmetric
components of the response, can be solved in parallel on different processors.

= :

i

i

li

Results derived fronl these approaches to solving composite structures response to crash loading
situations will be compared with an experimental data base being developed for generic
composite structural components. Additionally, it is planned to use the new curved beam
element from this effort as the curved beam element to be implemented in the DYCAST code.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Tile DYCAST nonlinear finite clement compulcr code has bcen used ill a series of progressively
more difficult modeling tasks with the goal of accurately modeling complete transport aircraft
crashes such as the Controlled Impact Demonstration (CID). Single aircraft frames and fuselage
section vertical drop tests were modeled and analyzed to obtain comparisons with experimental
data and to develop hybrid element crush springs for use in tile large CID model. Modifications
to DYCAST as the research progressed (including a progressive failure criteria) were madc
during the study. Predictions of crush and acceleration levels from a symmetric CID model
agreed well with data from the CID experiment. The good comparisons achieved with the
DYCAST model of the CID indicate the validity of the building-block analysis approach of using
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results froln dctailcd models of substructure to form hybrid elements for inputs Io more complex
slruclurcs (i.e., full airplane models) to limil lhc size of the m_tcl bul still provide a useful
prediction I(xd for crash asscssmenl.

Graphite-epoxy Z cross sectional frames were drop tested at typical vertical crash velocities onto
a concrete surface. Floor level masses were attached to these frames to represent structural and

occupant weights. Cross sectional shape of these frames was similar to designs often proposed
for transport fuselage frames. Floor level acceleration and strain data were measured during the
tests.

Lightly loaded frames failed at or near the impact point. More heavily loaded frames failed

initially at or near the impact point and subsequently failed at additional locations left and right of
the impact point. For graphite-epoxy frames impacted on splice plates, failure occurred

approximately 15 degrees from the impact point. For frames impacted between splice plates,
failure occurred at or near the impact point. The failures of all graphite-epoxy frames were
complete separation across the frame sections. Portions of the frames between failures did not
exhibit visible damage.

Initial results from an analysis of the response of the frames using the finite element computer
program DYCAST were obtained. Good correlation was obtained between predicted and
experimental floor level accelerations. The failure strain used in the DYCAST analysis proved to
have a significant influence on the predicted frame response. Additional analytical studies are
contemplated to assess further the capabilities and possible improvements needed to analyze
composite structural elements using the DYCAST code.
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Fig. 6 Forward transport section showing post-test damage.
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Computer graphics i5owinl effects of beam failure strain criteria
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Fig. 14 Graphite-epoxy Z-shaped flame.
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